Plant These Herbs

**CORIANDER**
Annual, use seeds as needed

**BASIL**
Annual, use leaves as needed

**LEMON BALM**
Perennial, use leaves as needed

**CHIVES**
Perennial, use leaves as needed

**FENNEL**
Perennial, use seeds when ripe & leaves as needed

**SAGE**
Perennial, use leaves as needed

**DILL**
Annual, use seedheads as needed

**PARSLEY**
Biennial, use leaves as needed

**TARRAGON**
Perennial, use leaves as needed

**LAVENDER**
Perennial, use leaves as needed

**OREGANO**
Perennial, use leaves as needed

**THYME**
Perennial, use leaves & flowers as needed

**GARLIC**
Perennial, use leaves as needed

**MARJORAM**
Perennial, use leaves as needed

For more information, please visit GardeningSolutions.ifas.ufl.edu